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ABSTRACT
The past few. years have witnessed a proliferationpf

studies designed to ascertain the prevalence of ding-using behav-Or
,among,adolescents: Most of these studies have utilized the-
self-report questionnaire since this method is most suitable for
surveying large-numbers of persons!in a relatively short time,yhile-
keeping the monetary costs of gathering data reasonably low. The-----
school system has a responsibility to help student's make responsible -

decisions about drug abuse.-Hence, the curriculum'must be modified
and new programs must be implemented to accomplish this. A school--
survey will lead to planning new approaches to the ,problem. This
-guide presents the methodology and techniques for'cdrrying out a
survey in an individual school setting. Additional information is
included to provide researchers with needed support inforadtion.
(Author/HMV)
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PREFACE

The past few y..ars have witnessed a prolifei non uf studies

designed tq ascertain the prevalence uf drug-usi behavior among

adolescents. Most of these studies.have utilized the technique of

the self-report questionnaire. This is an cinderstanclable appruach
,

since this,i-nethod is most suitable for,surl,eying largck-numberk of

persons in a relatively short tulle while keeping the monetary rusts

of gathering data reasonably low.
. _

This manuscript presents the methodology and techniques of

precisely how to carry out a survey in your school setting. /Will-,
,

tkunal information is added to provide the researchees with support

information that might be riceued.

William Fi Breivogel
Executive Secretary
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INTRODUCTION

Society in geperal has become alarmed by publicity concerning drug

use among our students. ,Valid data on which to base drug education im-

provements have been limited._

Since drug use has increased nationally in recent years it is often

referred to as the licirug epidemic," hOwever, descriptions of the patterns

of use are often inadequate or unknown in many localities and "populations.

Drug abuse often takes the form of experimentation rather than the

regular use ora specific drug. Howevel, the student still risks arrest

or desteucitive side effects such as unintentional dependency or addiction.

Society would like to sec students avoid drug use altogether, but the

use of alcohol and tobacco has been socially acceptable for generations,

making the drug credibility rblein a complicated on

In the final analysis, schools and parerfts must rely upon the judgment

of the individual student i making a choice about drug use. The student

must be aided in underit nding drugs and tne risks of drug abuse. Teachers

and parents must be enlightened, willing to identify with the problem, and

capable of taking reasonable steps to help the student in the various stages

of drug use or dependency. Students' behavior should be skillfully altered

to allow them to make judgments in the best interest of the individual and

societyl including a total life-and health-management system. The nature

and extent of drug use revealed by a survey can only be received as criti-

dim of the home and educational system in general for those who are

concerned about our youth.-
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Although the acquired statists s may be lower or typical 4 many a5.eas

in the (fluted Stat s. this dues not mean that a problem does not exist. The

school system must create the best possible environment in and out of our

saouls to help these citizens make responsible decisions abOut drug use.

c-rriculum must be modified and nets programs must be implemented

to accomplish this. A school survey will lead to planning new approaches

to the probler'n.
4

The baseline data that each district collects should be followed by

periodic assessments, including samplingyancl more detailed investigation

of attitudes, drug availability, and predicted trends.

Questions to be considered before conducting a drug survey in a °-
school district:

1. is there a need for doing such research?

2. What are the goals of carrying out such researc.h?

Is the survey available at a cost which can be'jusfified?

4. What priorities .are we attributing to each of the goals
. we ;decide upon?

What are the viable roles that are possible for the
individuals who are to .be involved in such research,
(including the dctivity level, extent .of involvement,
and the associated levels of responsibility)?

b. What are the implications of designing, carrying out such'
a survey, and of implementing the conclusions that are
derived from the drug survey?,

7. Will it be possible to draw conclusiors which are relevant
to the objective of'the investigation?

8. What policies need to be considered befoi e and after the survey?

I 2
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9. What action should be taken immediately after the survey?

,(The data tend to become obsolete rapidly because of
cultural:and social changes,)

10. Does thestuAnt know how to respoosi.to the instrument?

Rationale for a Drug Survey'

"Evaluations of drug use, attitudes, knowledge; and drug education

programs in general have been rare, plith the results often being used on a

limited basis. Many surveys are only conducted_bytschool personn4 or

administrators for the Mowing reasons: I

1. Reaction to community pressure wherein the community
is frightened and demands to know hoW many .students in

- a school are. drug-involved.

2. To prOve that there is a significant drug problem or
perhaps to prove that there is no drug problem at all.

3. To assist students in those, cases where the drug survey
is student - induced.

4. To complete-research for a college or univeksitIc educa-
tional course requirement.

4

Reordless of the motivation for the survey, the, important question

for school sygtems are these:

I. What does the data mean?

2. Is the information valid?

3. How are the data interpreted in regard to methodological
considerations? .

4. What kind of predictions can be made?

5. What use can bed made of the information to help the
school system?

3
)
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The problem of drug sthvey in the school system is a difficult one.
se

Dealing with a sensitive a.id emotional topic within the community, it must

not antagonize--it must help.

Many have failed to acknowledge the obtained data from 'student drug
,

surveys. Tliey pass the dataoff with the comment that "we,have noreal

problem with drugs in this school or this community!' In a real sense they

fail to face leality. This probably is their characteristic way of meeting'

' all erises.

Other educators react to the information published in student drug

*surveys by accepting-it as totally valid and reacting in a panic-like manner

as lithe presented problem is .,f their own,makig. This -reaction generates

much steam but shows Iitthi.evitIence of positiv; acOrmin assistingtdrug-
/

ab\Ising students to change behavior.

I

7, 4 Educators must begin to accept some basic concepts regarding the drug

scene before they can assess the worth of data obtained in student drug surveys

They Should understanl that:

Drug abuse is behavior which should be acknowledged
as are other kinds of behavior.

2. Students and adults, in all segments of society, may
become drug'abusers, pushers, or suppliers.

3. Although drug abuse may be difficult to stop, there are
techniques which assist drug abusers to modify their
behavior.

4

4. Education and the school environment have a significant
role in limiting the extent of drug.use.

If these concepts were ..nclerstood perhaps educators might better react

personally to the whole drug picture. Once educators are able to place their

.4



own reactions to drugs in perspecavelv.perhaps data withir studentsurveys

can be rbalistically handled. A community or school system must have a

valid and reliable needs assessment ur survey completed in order t plan

exact programs to alter the problem various' sch..ols. Direct physical

costs are increased in a community or school because of increased drug-
,

,related crime, more tax-supported services to deal with crime, higher

welfare costs for families plagued by addiction, and the high cost of provid-,

ing treatment and rehabilitation programs for add_ iEts.
V

Within our educational s.ystem, which a large p_ortion of our tax dollar

supports, drug abuse has had a powerfully. debilitating effect. Young people
1, \

,.are exploited by the drug pushers and suppliers who prey on them Ihrough

student-users whorl-lust enlioll others in their illness if they are to Continue
\-to support their own drug dependence. Many teachers are disengage from

student-teacher relationships because of the added burdes of drug-relate,t
'tcrime, violence, and student disruption. Drug control is not the total ,an-

. - . ' 4
swer to the problem of our educational system, but a genuine effort to ire

_

.
f

.
,

It

this f ymptoiri within society is needed. A school survey to determine t e,

.,1 1extent of the problem is a step in the right direction. education, counsel-
.

ink, and related programs can be designed afound the findings.

Typical Suryey Objectives

Objectives of ,a drug survey in a school or school district can be

developed by using the following objective examples as guidelinfrt.
.

1. To develop baseline data for evaluation of high, Wool
educational programs drug abuse.

1



.Z. To establish a data base to evaluate and analyze derpo-
graphic, sociological, and psychological correlates of
drug usage.

3. To measur e the high school students' knowledge of the
k1nowmphysical and psychological effects and le al
ramifications associated with abuse of van
altering drugs. .

I
4: - To determine the utilization-rates among nigh school

students of various substances used for non-medical
reasons.

b. To ascertain the ateitudes of high school students toward
the licit and illicit use of drugs.

to. To assess motivation both for drug use and foravoidance
of mind- altering agents.

o

A four-phase program needs to be established in order to supp rt the

above mentioned objectives:

rir

1. A ccimprehensivtaprecoded drug abuse questionnaire can
be completed by students and teachers on a voluntary and
absolutely anonymous basis under teacher and student
supervision.

Z. Approximately two weeks later, .a team of drug education.
prof. ssionals can hold a large number of informal seminars 1

With small groups of students.

3. Within four weeks, a formal talk on various aspects of the
drug scene can be presented by consultants in drug education.
This should be followed by an extensive question and answer
period.,

4. From six mogthslo a year later, a follow -hp questionnaire
..r

should be administered to evaluate the overall program by
-determining what changes in attitude:1, use, and knowledge
had ,ccurred since the inception of the program in the school.
In addition, the students should be asked to comment upon
the initial questionnaire, and the formal presentations.

\

1
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LONGITUDINAL VERSUS CROSS-SECTIOVAL SURVEYS

(Throughout the Student's Academic Ltfe: K through l4,
,I

Cross-sectional surveys are far less t:ostly.and time..consuming than.
longitudinal studies. Yet, longitudinal designs are essent.al in tsarning any

thing about' .ause-and effect-relationships ur at least.in .atablishing the time

.sequence of the depfndent and independent .ariables. If drug us4 and the
.

:
values associated withit appear to lead io the withdrawal of many young _

. , .
. . ..*

people Oom active participation to the school or community, then the long- re

. :1 f .1

rangelmplications of the phenurnenorpart,s.eituits and the whole 155u, should,
41

-4., I_ -, . _ .

I

be debaked in these territs. On the other hard, if the evidence suggests that. 4'
,

...
1

k ,

ally tends' to precede the use c.t drugs, much of the 1...ancern mal be taken'

J.' ;

$

. drug use is, nor related/a academic or se k4a1 failure or Atte`f ,(lure =seri;
. '1

f
II, ,

. r s

.... 1 ...-16,
1 , it

4./ . v.
1.4

OPfrom the controversy abo it drugs. Only with a longitudinal design cquld
. t . \

:'
such definite inforno e obtained. The researckneedd to he aware

:
of

, -... , .

": . 'th,,e problems. of student,and staff participants dropping out during the lunge.-
. . ppg

,...
. .

N. 4t,yt of thl., study. .. . '
.1 ..., .

. .
There are four maw facets or cotnponent. in statistical design in aticii-

I
s

tion to such things as ,constructing the goest5unna,i.es, the ilitervietv guides,
I . .

management of field work, andx...epwrail, the findings. These .onicpunents are'.
'5 . .

.

VA, '

*WA

ww.

1. Rekources available

2. The size of the sample

3. The, ype and number of variables to Vocorrip

of.

. 0

t. The cam cxity of the analysis

7
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The Survey Flow Plan is meant to convey the idea that the design pre--

4. ess is not a simple sequential flow from one step or from one component to

the next. [hate are complex relationships among thes; different components
.

and decisions made at earlier stages may irrevocably blc-ck desired proce-
e c .

dares at later stages.' IS7e Appendix B)

Detining.the,Population for a Drug Survey

Defining the population essentially means generatirtka list of all of

those units which are the objects of &Way, whether they are individuals or

families, The sampling -frame faclIrtatei the use of several rigorous pro-
/

f

sedum in 5-electing irobability samples.

In some instances such lssts are not available and cannatcbe generated

tri'any reasonable length of time: Therefore, alternative appramirnations

tend to be used. For example, instead of attempting to generate a listing -

of alt students in a school, the researcher might resort to what Is. called

.( area sampling. Probability sampling procedures are used to select the
,

areas to be sampled and the .ndivrdualcto be sampled within selected areas.

1', at,tettipt to 4t%?4v all young pete between the ages of 10 and 18 in

surri,- town r f-te.sent niajai.difficulties from the point of Vici$1 of

4 -*- f.- =':-- -. '...1," 'f. . . N, :
'* ...

_ ,,

< 1

de vIttn.:.-11, ...?91-11,r;;IK design. The studo* popol5tion to be studied must be
Z

_ -, _.,-,.$ .4, a.: .. !.....- ':-.., . - ; -.-

, '--7 --"---r ,
-.lc Arix051.inct.t...the4ri ...ers effort s hoIsl be made tc ides:still..II-int p§,pitlatton,.

t1 t
,,sin that it ...an lie prATti--1,1,,sarx,.talei1, li-AilIia way you ap: k.tre-iliat tie. diririPTO, - ,., f;:, ' ' p ,,- r.- '',:i ','; ..,, '-''. 3: ,:- i: ?,, `

tab; 4143 the,chexacteristica of lie atii,lbni-porsulat!on in a, xhandet /ilat'Vtitila
Xi

. .--- ,.. ..... ',..-7',.:-..! -. -- .. -- .-i 4" =:-'-

reflect the e,olcgtcal and ctna, n__ gr.aphee
, >. r.

.<



Sampling forthe Drug Survey
o

-An alternative to sampling is a complete enumeration, lint -a complete

enieneratfun is almost imp.oss.ible to secure. There are two reasons forthis:
1. The siz,and nature of the population invoiced may be such

that norall of the units can be identifielL
'). The resources at the disposal of the researcher are such that

the entire population cannot be covered.

Probability sampling enables the researcher to feii.rtuaye risks of error

in his estimates of population character/Aies. When acomplete enunie-ra:

tion is attempted and fails, the sources and type of bias iron:Abuse

who have beets lett out are unknown.

Two types of sampling must be distinguised. tI) probability sampling,

and t2) judgement sampling. With respect to probability sampling', there

are several sampling methods wtuch may be used which arc rather different

'rom each other. Tim simplest is what is--talle.d simple random sampling.

A simple random sample exists it every unit in the population has,an equal. -1

chance ofsbeibg selected. Such 4amples are costly because typically inure: 7

cases are required than would be the case with other types et probability

sampling methods.

Other probability sampling methods, however, require considerable

le

knowledge of the population. In particular, the different varieties. of strati-
-.

efied'',randum sampling require knowledge at how variability me curs in differ -

lent components of the population. In order to effectively design a stratified

'sampPe of any type, one must know how the attr.t 1,,ties of the ifupul2tion are
7
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related to the principle dependent variables. Howes,' er, this usually is what

the study is attempting to rind out so this information is often not available.

It some attributes of the population are known but they are-unrelated to the

dependent variable(s) nothing is gained from stratifying.

Some researchers have been very effective with the use of judgement

sanaple,t. However, securing good judgenient samples ikpossible only if

the population is known in considerable detail.

In general it appears that the best approach for researchers is to use

probability samples and; or simple random sampling techniques.

Three problems to consider involving sampling are:

I. The definition of the population

2. Specification of the sampling method to be used

3. Determination of the sample size
(7-'7

the size. of the sample to be employed in a survey depends upon two

factors; i1 the amount of variability in the population being studied, that is,

with respect to the variables being employed, and (2) the degree Of precision

desired in the estimates of population characteristics. If variability it high
1-'

and the degree of prevision desired is high, the sample size will have to be

very large.

Measurilinents for the' Drug Survey

The term
ti

level of measurement' refers to the amount of information
.

contained in the measure assigned to an individual being studied. Remember

what a measurement of an individual with respect to a characteristic (quapti-
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tatte or sioalitative) means that the measurement differentiates the inchvid-
.

, . .
ual in more precise terms.

T., illustrate, suppose a researcher scoiscits from respondents informa-;-..-'

tivn un the amount of alcohol they consume at the present time. One form or

the question is:

"Do you, use alcohol atthe present time?" Yes No
.

The data elicited may be used to classify the respondent into one of,twc..
,t.1 4

classes. "Uses drug A" -- "Does not use drug A." This level of measure-
c

rnent is termed the nominal level. It -names the Despondent on the basis of

the appeara.ike or nun-appearance of a characteristic. Note, however, that
a

- all thoseiotto indicate they use -drug-A,- regardless of amount; of use, are

. placed in the same category, all who are placed in the same class §ie

alent. This level of measurement diffErentiates.acknov.ledged A-user s from ,
nun-users tout des nit distingust between, fur example, heavy users and

light users. There is not very much information contained in this measure.
4

-Another form of this'question . is:

"How much alcohol do you use at the present time)"

4

1-3 times/week
4-9 times/v;eek
10 or more times/week

In this instanc6 resPunsea can be ordered in terms of the self-professed

amount of the drug used. In addition to claiingu.stung between those who

do and do nut use drug A, a differentiation can be made among users an

the basis of the arnount used. This second type of measurement .ordinal)

1

r 16
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t
conveys more allot-manor than the first example (nominal). The level

tof measurement secured is >quite high, it ma.v lie either at the interval or

ratio le veland it is possible to differentiate all individuals on amount of

drug consumed per unit time by the same measurement, provided they
4
respond correctly and truthfully.

As the level of measurement increases from the nominal to the int r-

cal or ratio level it becomes permissible to use more powerful'and so.p/ his-
.

ticated statistical techniques to test hypotheses and determine relationships

among the variables measured_

It should be obvious that a researcher should secure the strongst

let cl of measurement that he can on each yar6:bIe in the study. This, re-

quires that heganticipate the type of data elicited by the questionnaire. He

then must evaluate the suitability of the data for the statistical analysis that

he wants to conduct.

-ANALYSIS OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE

Analysis refers essentially to the demonstration of the nature and

degree of relationship among two or more variables. Analysis concerns the

dernocistration of the way in which-dependent variables are affected by vary:

ing.configurations of independent variables (i. c., what affects what, by how
st

much in what way).*

Variable analysis can be further elaborated including school, class,

sex, ,religion, race, and age, an analysis which presumably would get at

the ,oreore salient factors affecting drug use behavior.
I

12 1a.
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It is cbar that as the number of variables and the number of cate-

gories for each variable are increased, the number of combinations or

cells in the analysis table will also increase. With low levels of measure-..

'ment and weak analytical techniques the information yielded in a study will

be low.
r

Since most phenomena in the social/behavioral sciences arc quite-.,

complex; sophisticated methods are required in analysis. But sophisticated

methods usually require large samples and stronger levels of measurement

of the variables employed. This ion turn necessitates'careful conceptualiza-.

tion in the beginning and a knowledge of questionnaire construction, pantie -

fularly the effect of the form of questions on the kind of data given.

,

The Drug Survey Instrument
n^.

The survey questionnaire should be thoroughly pretested and revised

prior to being administered to the participating schools. The questionnaire
-iv` t'lti--'- -if

should not be too long and can consist.of preceded queations pertaining to

the respondent's demographic characteristics, social background, family

relati'onships,,,personal and family drug usage, knowledge of the laws regu-

lating the use of illegal drugs, reasons for, eseond non-use of illicit drugs,

availability of drugs, and knowledge of the effects of certain of the mind-

altering drugs. Attached to eaoh questionnaire should be an introduction

explaining the objectives of the survey,, assuring confidentiality and pro-
4

viding a glossary of drug terms. (See Appendix Al N1/4

13



If the major objective of.a survey is that of securing straight estimates

of level of use, it is suggested that such a survey be made independently,
.

rather than entangling it with studies which have other goals involving much

irire'eX"tensiVe-questioning.
..

it is also suggested that surveys include specific drug usage rates for

age, race, grade,. ancf sex. This allows for a standardized,rate including

equal proportions of grades and sexes to be compared with a' similarly stan-
. \
dardized rate for another area or study. Surveys including %% d* differing

I,' . . F ..
,.....,. 1

proportions of grades and sexes and their weighted rates, as
`are

usually

presented, are not strictly comparable with other studies. The identification

of the time span of the survey is imperative.,
I t

usage during the twelve-month period p.-ec,eding the stiidy is often speci- .

lied since it is of interest to determine differences betweenigrade - sex
4 -

specific sates, It is often decided that the survey should be adniiriistered to

, -,
all students in their homeroom at one point in time. This is not a perfect

.. solution, b. .t the best that most schools can decide on. The survey is cairried

,out in t e same manner which proves successful in your pilot Survey.
!

.

If sampling is not used large numbers improve the accuracy of the results.

Also, it is fairer to the students. Sampling has pitfalls for the unwary,' and

a sample study should be written up in a way that clearly explains the method,

and what effect it has on the resulting rates. After preparing a draft of.the

form, which could be adapted later to mark-sense gradin quipment or simi-
.

illar equipment for easy analysis, iscuss the survey generally with expert

consultants. Remember, in the draft construction, to respect your respon-

dents. Respect can be sensed i1h ydur questionnaire.,

14 9
f
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Interview type surveys can be conducted although studies about such

controversial topics ar,e best conducted with the written survey. Reliability

checks can be conducted by randomly interviewing students from the surveyed

population.
O

Reliability and Validity

The next consideration is to establish procedures to check on the reli-
,

ability and validity of the data that are collected. Following standard pro-

ceduie, you can use one of two techniques that can ascertain validity of

self-reporteddrug use. The first consists of comparing rates of drug use

derived from self-report data with an estimate of drug use that is not based

on self-repOrt. The second is designed tp measure, respondents' willingness

.--to report using any drugs even though they could not possibly have used them

because
. ,they do not exist. It is,, of course, a one-sided test that gives indir

cations of people over ;reporting drug use, but does not detect any under-
'

reporting. Therefore; it provides a basis for establishing what the minimum
i ,

rates are likely to beet
.

Reliability is check d by a test-retest of the students' reported drug-use
' \

histories. In some case N a second retest is required to validate the reli-

ability. The time between. the original test and subsequent retest varies
.

\\
between several days and More than one month. Reliability is eamined by

*
comparing their responses 'co whether they have ever used the types of drugs

at the first test (Tirand again at retest (T2). Preliminary analysis suggests

that test-retest reliability in drug-using histories ameng.young druq users'

receiving treatment is generally,high. I
,

\ 15 2



_The possibility of problems in validity and 'reliability seem' cyan

greater when the behaviors on which respondents are being asked to report

..
tan be labeled as deviant or illegal rather than thosethat fall into the range

-
- of those more widely considered to be normal. Confidentiality must be -

assured and ways for the respondents to remain anonymous are built into

the study design. In many studies teachers are not involved in the data-

Nigathering process and frequently they dre not in the room while research ,

assistants administered the questionnaires. A variety of strategies have

been employed that would minimize interactionamong students thereby

'protecting validity and reliability of the responses. Researchers usually

report that they excluded some questionnaires on the bisis of evidence that

the respondents did not take the task seriously or were incapable cif per-
/

°forming it. Perhaps these procedures or precautions increase validity or

reliability.

In summary, the question of validity,has to do with whether one is

measuring what one thinks is being measured. Does the questionnaire really

measure the drug-using practices of adolescents or are we measuring- their

fantasies about drug-using practices' Iteliabilitly refers to the consistency

with which on measures a phenomenon. In the case of a reported history

of drug use, does that history contain the same items at two points in time

(assuming, of course, that the possibility of "new events" is taken into

i
consideration)? Do adolestents provide the same information on the test-

retest basis?
46.1

Certain precautions can be followed to' standardize the data collection
s;"
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and pssurezalidity:

Os

t
.07

1. 'The studeifts are unaware that a survey is to be conducted on
the testing day, -

2. Students attending school,,on the testing day are the only
participants' in the study and no effort is made tu include
information froM absentees. . f

3. Students ; -e reassured that'this anonymous survey and their
responses will not be subject to individual scrutiny.

4. Student groups are used to administer the test to students,
usually by a school service group, in an effort to minimize
the effect of an adult administering such a survey.

4
Pretesting the Sample Population ts

There should be careful and intensive pretesting of question areas for

relevancy of specific questioh wording and of techniques in administering

the protocols. This developmental stage usually takes place over a period

of manyznonths. In the early stages, small group discussions with various

kinds of personiVAIrimarily to throw issues and ideas back and forth, and to

uncover relevant areas toli included. Outline the areas of interest in your

research proposal. Use th participants in group assessments of your draft.

This serves the dual function of getting viewpoints on the developing question-

naire of persons who are present or recent students, and also helps give a

"heeling of understanding and commitment to the serve,

Community Support

It is wise to mobilize ;school and community support for the survey.

Obtain supporting statements from community leaders whom the respondents



.:,tknow and respect. 'Discuss the student study with, and obtain supporting

t statement from, a diverse array of community leadds, including respect-
s ,

fed faculty rnembexts, the student body president, the head of the local liberal

church, ancl a, I

local doctor.

.

- I, --f---

1

Ins serves a number of purposes. If gives confidence tha tifi
. f 1

research unjoyed the kind of broad local support it sh old ha e and helps the

coM npletio rate. If also gives the professionals,tafrafcteling of security.'
I ,

't \

.
4. 1 -

.

L.
rMethod of Adthinistration

.To preserve the anonymity of the subjects, and especially tc win their

confidence .m.that,this was in the interest of those conducting the survey,

each subject should be given a sealable envelope into which the questionnaire

can be put after completion. ,Instructions stated that participation in the
.

survey was voluntary, that no information regarding single persons, grades,

or schools would be given to aut:Aorities or the public; that the questionnaires

would be destroyed after the transfer of information to punchcards; and that

no name or birthday should be written on the forim

The teachers or students admInistering the questionnaires are ingtrueted

not to interfere with the completion of the forms mil not to discuss the survey
,

with the pupils prior to the distribution of the questionnaires. After the dorms

have been administeed by the teachers or student service groups they are

r returned to a central office of the school and later forwarded to the person

.
who is-directing the survey.

The survey,ts-carried out in this fashion on a specific day anti' through

6
#4'.
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informal contacts the conductors of thesur vey should gather feedback from

both teachers and students as to their behavior in accordance with the way-
they'Weri!"askedto bc;have. No effort should be made in the coiling process

0

to evaluate the ,ata obtained with regard to "trustworthiness, as,the infor-
-;

mation ob\ained, regardless of its common sense degree of feasibility, can-
,,,

not pretend to be anything but the subjects' behavior as stated retrospectively

by themselves. .

It is hoped that a return percentage of 80°1, is obtained. This is obtained

by.informat,ion being provided by the participating schools giving the dally
4.

attendance for that day. Information concerning-the_ total.si.hool enrollment

can also be information for further references. .
The administration of the study takes very little time, a median of about

ten to twenty minutes, from the time the cnvelbpes are opened andsthe forms
.

distributed until they are retailed. The survey should be administered in the
.4OP

same precise Manner any Atanaardized test is 'given,
1

Respondent's Cooperation

The next consideration is how to obtain the.respondent's cooperation.

. 4 .
Lath designated respondent should receive a letter describing the study.

4
asairig for his cooperation, and explaining why his participation is important.

t

filprevious publicity has not been completed this should be done at the time

of the survey. Make it clear to a respondent that he is not being forced to

participate and that he has eery right to refuse. This statement alone will

.convince some respondents to participate.

-1

-3

a
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v

Respondents are told, of...course, that there will be a follOw-up s'ueireyi

at a later date and that they would receive iniormation about the results of

--the study. tan to-send all respondents a release of some of the findings
,

+1
about a year after the initial interview. Obviously, you have to limit the

kind of findings you present to avoid biasing answers during the second data

Use of Volunteers
I c'

111

If there is no special funding for processing the returns, the R.T.A.

can be ..ontactedjor volunteers. The importance of keeping the. process and

volunteers under "intro' cannot be overestimated. A happy, confident vplun-

teer is less likely to make mistakes. He is more likely to come back. He

likes to feel that something ,nterevsting important is going on. He do*
4

not like lobs that tequire immense concentration because he wants a chafe
y

to talk with vther volunteers. Since each volunteer gives relatively fiw
4

0

hours, it is not worthwhile to have any procedures that require lengthy

training:

To .1 degree these volunteers can serve as your computer. They can

sort, count, add, 'copy material, even selectively, on a tally sheet. Best

of all, they can spot discrepancies and answers that do not fit the pattern.

Sorting is to be completed one variable at a time. The ifis.tructions foe

day only are pated. Also a box is sec up into which all "problems" are ,*

placed. This provides a pooling of atypical questionnaires from which a

consistent edititg pattern 4. an be develop4d. Totals are carefully tran;-
ferred onto worksheets.
.

I
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The yoluiiThrtt areusually imprisleal vi.t,it,t. believAbility of the Ind.-/ \ t , t .-vidual quekionnairet.i. Therelare 4iwayfi sons inappropriate ansuretokaut
...,

to, " 44 s
the quistions are usaally filled out with thong f Int4ts and car Space left

1 , t. ^I . as .4.

far comments are trkquentli used an4 these pro..de a sr deal for thought.
. . -/---7P . ., ...f. ,\

'olanteers mayadiscoverAiltat they can,a.scuss drugs with their, children with
. . .

i .
re authority and calmness. With the vtAuriteer act ly completed, the '':'
If - s

. .

,
final tumcrtarizatiu7nYeabulation, and ty ping of graphs and reports can be' r

prepalied by the regular research 'staff.

-Coding and Keypunching

In order to insure a reliable computer analysis of the data, .t is, iinpor- ,
tant to se ssistanc a -Irtexperienced computer programmer. This

'Aram\ direct the c ding and eypunchingof the Jata from the nstru-
.

, .
ment lquestionnaire) etriployfdtip the survey. This atisoc es that accurate

data ,ar punched into card* for analysis., The type of aga.ysis utilized de-
t

pends upqn t grads of each schooltlistric-1.
' .

Cost ractorN.-'

The cost for analyiittg the ' to 'an be estimated Iran SO. 7,p to $1.00

. per qUestionnaire p1. the4coit of empl...ing a programmer tor se.eral

Materials cost depen d's ,on the type of questionnaire or sot .ey used. Com-.

meretal-rnstruments are available, however, it seems ad..sable for a dii-
1.!

trict to design or adapt its own m aterials.

4

x
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Dissemination of Results
- -6

Another,,cenc.ern is the lissernination of the results of the study.. in a

sense the study cannot be considered successful until the data are collected,

the interpretations made, and the results have been evaluated and utilized

by the public and by those who formulate policy. One of the major objectives
*alio

should be, or can be, tojrovtde an infarmed public with a balanced and

factual account of the chan,ing attitudes, values, and experiences of students.

A consistent concern should be in designing a study that can be of direct

benefit to students. The early plans should include a tentative program for

public discussion of the results in student forums and discussions, public

meetings, student newspapers, and other similar sources.

Furinal reports should first be made to the supeziptendent, adrninistra-
..

tive staff, school board, principals, school personnel, students, and corn-

rnunity.interest groups, including parent groups.

22



,.
ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS PRIOR TO THE STUDY

-Responsibility to Students

1. Drug itse represents only one problem an the broad spectrism.of
adolescent problems. Programs must be developed to Meet all
of the current needs of students. Total health education, K through
12t, should be implemented as part of the total curriculum and
should not treat drug education as the most worthwhile aspect of
several curriculum entities. The instructional program should
stress the clarification of. values and the development of atRtudes
which will affect constructive behavior.

2. ,Total elimination of drug use or misuse is unrealistic, thus, we
should strive for minimizing the frequency of drug use and misuse.

Developing cooperative programs in the school, county system, and,
state is needed to deal with the drug problem more effectively.

4. Identifying childhood behavioral patterns that could lead to failure
and related syndromes which encourage drug abuse is essential.

;.' Drug education programs should not be knowledge -#.entered alone,
but should consist of a broad curriculum with an open-type, flexible
teacher or coordinator who will work with students and teachers
alike. This program should provide inservice training for teachers
and involve all teachers in modifying attitudes that lead tO drug
abuse.

6. Parents can play an important role in solving this problem by in-
corporating their values and attitudes into the total educational
approachwith the intention of opening up vital lines of communi-
cation. Workshops, provided by the school systejn, shoulfi include
studente and parents. School and parent resPonsibility cannot be
sepa rated.

7. In order for children to learn'Zptimal emotional health, physical
health must be adequate. Schools must have a relevant and func-
tional curriculum, responsive and relevant to the student's physical
health. A curriculum incorporating drug education must also be
flexible and open to experiences with the family, church: social
agencies, and professional resources.

2 1}
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Recommendations for the School Systein

As a resalt 4,f a survey, drug use may be found to be widespread among

stuck nts. tht school board should take innovative and remedial action,

making funds available tc car ry out the ollowIng recommendations.

A.i. Ethlaation

1 Pr.ovult from K through 1Z a tompr hensive health education
program to help students cope w their environment.

(2. Provide a curriculum that n orporates drug education in the
total program.

..--%..---x---..,
3. Provide within lie ci. r rtc au program that stresses positive

attitude formajoderrind iv. decision-making.

. Comply with the state law rel ting to drug education.
111

S. pplemental parent training pr ms are needed to involve
arcnts in modifying student behavio

t.. tic cease the c ommuntcation between stud4s,,,a4 school personnel.Il

7. /t, velup curricula that are more responsive to current needs and
nterests of students.

8. :ncourage student involvement In cur riculum development.

t. mirage student involvement in the search for positive
tpproachl to the drug problem.

10. Initiate inservice training programs to encourage teachers to
4 ontrtbute to drug education by reporting their efforts to the
sc hoot health teacher or coordinator, and equip teachers with
techniques for teaching about drugs--to put drugs in perspective
in today's life patterns.

11. Distrtbate materials through the st.liciols concerning various prob-
. lents Of adolescents - -t spec tally those pertaining to alcohol,

tobacco, and other drugs.

12. nitrate and participate in drug educatio2 prpgrams and activities
hat require community involvement.



13. Conduct surveys periodrcally to determine any change 'in patteFns
of drug use and attitudes about drugs. This will serve to evaluate
pilot drug education programs and to help further interpret the
other surveys.

B. Counseling and Guidance

1. Employ additio,n4.1 guidance counselors to assist with the survey
and follow-up responsibilities related to curriculum develop-
ment and personal counseling.

Provide programs for trainng counselors to better relateto
the students - -by separating them from the administrative
function* of the schools. (More time should provide for
personal counseling and not in course, or college advisement. ")

C. ,Referral

1. .A referral system sh d be developed county-wide to help
s 'students with identified avioral problems--especially

when the need for attention significant problem.

Develop a referral system for students and parents who need
shelp fromi.ommunity agencies.

Because drug use is so widespread, a program should be
developed with probation departments, courts, juvenile
authorities, and other agencies, to keep predelinquents
and first- offenders out of the Judicial system and return
them to-the educational system as soon as possible.

D. Elctracur ricular Activities

Sc

1.

I. Develop, extend, and improve extracurricular activities such
as sports clubs, i4Vamural sports programs, debating pro-
grams, student publications, drama, special interest clubs
and programs,

.... 2, Prpvide Career Days and follow -up programs to develop an
Interest in career opportunities for which these students a.re
preparing themselves--get them interested in' our society,

'and motivate them to develop the skills needed for these,
careers, The curriculum will hay.e to be adapted to theses
needs and interests. s I

25
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E, Health Edocatir,n or Drug Education Coordinator

1. A scii,olhe;lth educator or a drug education coordinator should
be aoded to School personnel. This person would be responsible
for:

a. initiating programe
b. gathering information on drug abuse and drug education
c. aiding in curriculum development
d, providing mservice training for teachers and counselors
e. carrying out continuous research
1., evaluating the effectiveness of curriculum and, programs

lhis persop.should not limit his activities to drug problems but
would also coordinate those services and programa which en-
courage and develop the overall emotional health of the child.

EncoUrage PTA or PTO organizations to develop parent educa-
tion programs to help meet the needs of parents, students,and
the schools,

. Provide parents and teachers with listings of each existing drug
Treatment resource and facility in the 'Community. Students
should have access to this information.

Provitle flexible channels of help to parents so that they will
consult counselors without fear Of disciplinary action against
a druglinvolv0 child. Parents should feel free to notify school
authorities when strung suspicions or eVidence indicates that
trletr children are involved in cir'ug use.

to. Recommend to par6nts that they need to:

a. Attend Adult Education programs to learn how to recognize
significant changes in behavior which lead to or are caused
by drug use.

L. Recognize, uruierntand, and deal effectively with those %II&

have been identified:as drug users.

Implications for Program and Staff Development

1. Employ health education and/or drug education specialists

2. Workshops at local school

26



3. County-wide retreats for drug education

4. Teen-peer counseling

5. Individual and teacher awareness

b. On-site visits to obsenie other school systems' drug education
programs

7. Rap rooms for dealing with drug problems t .
4 .

8. oriig eccucation InUll subject areas

9. Health and drug education advisory counals in schools

IQ. Hea lth acilriscsry council to school comprised of medical proles-.
sionals and selected members of superintendent's staff

CONCLUDING REMARKS

"No man should live for himself alone, jor people ought to be loyal and
stand togethjer and work for common purposes."

unknown

Principals hesitate to acknowledge the existence of a drug problem for

fear that it will harm the reputation of their schools and educational leaders.

Pupils often don't respond truthfully because they fear their parents and
e4,

school authorities. In turn, parents either don't recognize the symptoms

or are fearful of admitting to a condition reflects on the kind of home

atmosphere they have provided for their offspring. The pespqnses of teach-.,
iris arc equally unreliable, either because they have no knowledge of symp-

tqmatology of drug use Or the fear indicating that they recngnizedAhe drug

users in their class but did nothing about it.

Student drug surveys should result in the gathering of data which is

then put to use In such a way as either to limit, maintain, or decrease the

4.4
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level, of drug-4
I
related behavior in a given environment.

The various g als that motivate drug surveys do not appear to concern

;themselves with r .sponsible pclicy making. From whatever perspecye
.

we analyze the goals underlying student drug surveys,the cominon denomi-
:

natur that we are must likety to come up with is controlling the appetites of

the population.

The social unplicaticms of student drug sur-..eys or epidemiological

research are rarely, part of the development, the carrying out, or the cad

result ot these effortp. The responsibility is seeing to it that the various

social implications for the student, the school, and the general public are

delineated andrunderstood. The responsibility is,protecting the student, the

school, and general communiity,from. actions based on survav which arc

insensitive to the needs of parents; teachers, and students.

The goals of the survey, the development of the' actual instrument, the

time and place for carrying it out,. its analysis, and the policies derived

from it should be directed by a capable researcher. As a result, con-,

structive programs can be implemented to modify drug-taking bkhavior of

our youth. 4

28
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' t, APPENDIX A

DRUG INFORMATION SURVEY

DIRECTIONS Neale mark all 0 ens IDo not wolf your name 1
Airer comforting the sunny, OKI, to we If tvfyy (RI r has been mtrjd

SECTION

SEX ;4ALE FEMALE t

RACE BLACK WHITE 13THERS

AGE

GRADE ,r

7
SECTION It

it

Using the spate below select your response to *az?, Item and circle the numbee

Alv.ayt Usually Sometimes Rarely Non(
I

1 it 2 3 47i 5

A I would seek correct drug information from the following

Clasuoont teacher 1 2 3 4 5
2 Coach 1 2 3 4 5
3 Guidance counselor 1 2 3 4 5
4 Principal I 7 3 4 5
5 Brother of utter 1 2 3 4 5.
6 Patents 1 7 3 1 5

Students 1 2 3 4 5
Doctor 1 7-. 3 4 5

9 Minister 1 2 3 4 5
10 Cornet Dtug Store 1 2 3 4 5
11 School or public Ivey 1 '2 3 4 5
17 Others 1 2 3 4 5

II

. t IndrPeorlerl 1 2 3 4 52 tiiitpy 1 2 3 4
i

5
3 Ou .I 1 2 3 4 5
4 t nendly

1 `2 3 4 5
5 A tonowet 1 2 3 1 5
6 Sens. tive 1 2 3 ' 4 5'
1 A ito 1 2 3 4 -5
8 A torrir, 1 2 3 1 S..
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APPENDIX A

DRUG INFORMATION SURVEY

QUESTIONNAIRE

'Dear Student:

The questionnaire you are about to fill out is concern ed with use of drugs
and attitudes toward drugs. Drug use by the youth of our country has received
a great deal of concern and attention. There is a need for Information from
students in the Gainesville A.reato aid in the development of better educa-
tional programs in the schools, and to correct some incomplete or misleading
information. .

/.
DIRECTIONS

1. Please note the questionnaire is anonymous. 'DO NOT WRITE
YOUR NAME 914 THE QUESTIONNAIRE. °

Z. Pt lcase consider each question carefully. There are no correct
oNscorrect answers.

3. If you have any questions., please ask the person who administers
the test.

4. a. In SECTION I, please check male or female; black, white. or
other; write your age to nearest birthday and write the number
cif sour grade where indicated.

b. In SECTION II, CIRCLE the
e

number which best shows your
feelings on EACH item of parts A it B. For example, if you',
would "sometimes go to a classroom teacher for drug infor-
mation," you should circle 3. Please circle only one number
for each item listed in A & B.

c. In SECTION III, an answer is required in EACH block of the
grid. For example, if you have tried alcohol in any fdrm
such as beer, whiskey, or wine, write YES undeALCOHOL
where it says "Have you ever tried:" Answer for each drug
category; UPPERS, DOWNERS, etc. Then, answer number Z
for ALCOHOL, UPPERS, DOWNERS, etc. Answer all items
in a similar manner.

Thank you for your time and cooperation.

Ready? Begin!



2113PENDLX A

DR UG $4./ItVEY ,\.:

GENERAL LURE( I JON'S FOR ADMINISTERING QUESTIONNAIRE
-

Baur.) marking the Quest.unnaire, the Tester should lee that thg
desks dr.: cleared and that each pupal bast a pencil. The Tester should
read aloud the directions shown below an capital letters. ."

1. Lead:fluc class through each section as quickly a; convenient
without rlishin4,. Each student is to omplett the Questiohnalre.

Z. Students should be spaced in such a-oaray to give privacy._

L Students must remain quiet until all Questionnaires are collected,

4. READ THE DIRE IONS AS I READ THEM TO YOU ALOUD:.
. - . .

THE OUEStION IRE YOU ARE ABOUT TO FILL OUT IS
CONCERNED Wi t USE Of DRUGS AND ATTITUDES TO-
WARD DRUGS. 0 G USE BY THE YbUTI1 OF O.UR COUNTRY ,

HAS RECEIVED, A EAT DEAL OF CONCERN AND ATTENTION.
THERE IS A NEED FOR INFORMATION FROM STUDENTS IN -

THE cAt..e.SVILLE AREA TO AID IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF `
BETTER EDUCATIONAL. PROGRAMS IN THE SChOOLS, AND TO

. CORRECT SOME INcOMPLETE OR MISLEADING INFORMATION.
1

The Tester will read to the class the 'following: PLEASE NOTE
THE QUESTIONrAIRE IS ANONYMOUS. DO NOT WRITE YOUR
NAME ON TILE QUESTIGNNAIRE. READ THE DIRECTIONS IN
ITE41 4, SECTIONS I, 11. AND III, AND FOLLOW THEM CARE-
FULLY. (Please read these secttong to your stuifents.)
C 'Sif;tR EACH QUESTION CAREFULLY, THERE ARE NO
C RRECT OR INCORRECT ANSWERS. IF YOU HAVE ANY
0 STIONS. ASK ME. WHENNOU )HAVE FINISHED, PLEASE,
TU .YOUR QUESTIONNAIRE F E DOWN ON YOUR DESK,
REMA., .QUIET UNTIL EVERY NE HAS FINISHED, AND Tilt
GUEST( NAIRES HAVE BEEN COLLECTED;
READY. BEGIN!

S. When every student has ftnyfied:

. Malec certain all Questionnaires have been turned in.

Place Questionnaires in envelope, seal, and return to your
principal.

j
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APPENDIX C

A SCHOOL DISTRICT

Sample: LETTER. TO PRINCIPAL'

Deaf Principal:

The school board has given clearance to survey the extent and nature
of drug use by our youth in grades through

We plan to accomplish this task during the week of .*
month , and with the minimum amount of disruption of-school
routine. Simple directions for administration and tallying of the
nuesttonnatre will accompany it.

Whenecer posiible, a student service groupis) within the school
,should be used for administration of the survey to reduce fear of reprisal-

, in responding honestly to the items. The :service unit will administer the
-survey.. collect the results, and. within that day or the next, tally the re-
sults so they have an -immediate " picture of drug use at THEIR school.
The packaged materials plus tallied results are to be sent to the district
office.whtx e they will be picked up for analysis using resources at the
university.

At NO time and in NO way should administrators state opinions to
the students and/or faculty in a negative way as this will invalidate any
future work deemed necessary for further clarification of drug use and/dr
effectiveness of programs instituted as a direct or indirect consequence
of the study.

At NO time will the data of this study be made available to legal
agencies or the news media without pern..ssion of the district superin-
tendent and board.

The computerized results for the district, broken down tntu many
categories. will be n,ade available to the sc hoot and district administrations.

If district staff.asaistance is necessary at any time for reasons of
implementation, such as for lower grades where AC, Vit e groups are not
available, please contact the district office..

Sine erelryo

Superintendent
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APPENDIX D

SUMMARY OF DATA
...,.. '1, a.

.

A summary of the data collec.ted using the Drug Information Survey

can be presented in the following types of tables:
-..........

c

1.,5umpleteness of Responses

Z. Pespondents by Sex

3. Responde.nts by Race

4. Respondents by Grade

S. Drug Use Frequency (Grades 7.12)

b. Drug Use Frequency (District-Wide population)
)

7. Drug Use Frequency by Race and Sex
N.

8. Students Who Consider These Drugs Harmful (Grades 7-12)

9. Stud&itic Who Consider These Drugs Harmful or Not Harmful
for tion-Users and Users

10. Students Who Consider These Driigs Harmful or Not Harmful
by Grade and Drug

11. Estimated Age 11t1.-and 12th-Grade Students Started Using
Specific Drugs

12. Re_sources Students Contact for Drug Information

1 _,. Reasons fur First Trying a Drug (7-12 Grade Users)

14. Reasons for Continuing to Use a Dr/ og (7-12 Grade Users)

1ii(..,



APPENDIX E

Sample Drug Survey: ATTITUDES AND OPINIONS ,

Directions. Indicate by placing a Oita till in the appropriate column. (to
the right) your feelings anti opinions to the statement listed.

CANNOT
AGREE DISAGREE DECIDE

1. The decision to use or not to use
any drug is a personal decision
which each Individual must make

. for himself. 4'

2. Eve'ry time a person takes a drug
ars an attempt to help in solving
his problems, he loses an oppor-
tunity to develop his own resources
for solving the problems.

3. IC you don't use drugs it is risky to
. associate with those who do because

they might influence you to begin.

4. The decision to use drugs affects
only the person who chooses to
use them.

5. People who are curious about drugs
should satisfy their curiosity by
trying them.

6. Driving an automobile after smoking
marijuana is safer than driving after
drinking alcoholic beverages.

7. Students who use drugs -end to lose
interest in school, to get lower
grades, to subsequently drop out
of school.

8. If a person has will pfawer, he can
take almost any drug l and be able
to stop when he want.

9. Drugs are good for some people
_because they help them eikrape
from their problems.

el 11

4,



Sample Drug Survey: Attitudes and Opinions
CANNOT

AGREE DISAGREE DEM E

10. Marijuana use frequently le-ads to,
Or is associated with, the use of
other drugs.

11. The use of heroin leads a person
quickly toward total drug depen-
dence from which it is very diffi-
cult an often impossible to
recover.

12. Marijuana is a harmless drug that
does not Cause physical or mental
damage.

13. Drug users are likely to be persons
who never learn to lolve problems
or to adjust to life.

14. Adu Itrao use and ofteh abuse alco-
hol are unfit to advise young people
about the use of marijuana.

15. State and federal laws restricting
the use of drugs constitute violations
of the individual's constitutional
rights.

SO

Its. The amphetamines are mild and
fairly harmless drugs with which
students can safely experiment.

V. Some users of LSD experienc e
mental disturbances which en-
danger their mental health.

18. Suppose you discover thA a class-
mate is abusing drugs. What should
be done'
a. It is his'awn businessnothing

should -be done.
b. Offer y,our

Talk to trusted adults at him.
d. linform his parents.
e. Inform the - police about him.

10



Sample Druj Sure fir: Attitudes and Op' ions

I
CANNOT

AGREE DISAGREE DECIDE

19. Giving students information about
drugs will
a. have no effect on their decision

to use.or not use drugs.
b. make students curious who never

thought abolit using drugs before.
c. encourage drug abuse.
d. help stop drug abuse.
e. encourage experimentation to

merely find put what it's al)
about.

20. Lack of parental discipline is a
major cause of drug use and abuse.

o

21. Too strictparental.discipline is a
. major cause of drug use and abuse.

22. Must drug users have valid. and
wotkable plans for improving
America, its s6bools, its govern-
ment, its policies.

23. The nature and extent of drug abuse
among students-(high school, junior
high, and elementary) has been
exaggerated.

24. One of the primary mistakes of
tp.achere,who are trying to conduct
dug education programs is that
they make no distinction between
various patterns of drug use --
experimentaLoceasion'al. regular,
compulsive.

25.* Drug use among students is largely
due to Communtsts, and their plans
to overthrow the U.S. government.

26. School programs that continue to
be planned for the college-bound,
the socially - motivated, and the

.4thletically-gifted, contribute to the
drug use and abuse problem.

1

11g

AN,

-..1,



Sathple Drug Survey: Attitudes and Opinions

:27. Students often use drugs as a means
of attacking their parents. .

28. What has been your experience with
peopl
a. There is a lot of gqod in all

people.
b. There is some good in most

people.
c. People ire about as good as

they have to be.
d. A' surprising number of people

are mean and dishonest.
e. Most people are just no good.

CANNOT
AGREE DISAGREE DECIDE

29. Which of the following best describes
your feelings ttlward most people'
a. I have very few close friends.

Generally I do not meet and make
riends easily.

b. I have a few close friends. Gener-
ally I meet people and make friends
fairly easily, although probably not
as easily as most people do.

c. I have probably a little less than
the average number of close friends
since I generally do .lot have the.'
time or the interest to spend with
them.

d. I have about the average number
of close friends, and I meet people
and make friends about as well as
most people do.

e. I have many close friends and I try
to take an interest in most of them.
I meet people and make friends
easier than most people do.

110



APPENDIX

. Sample. POSITION STATEMENTS, GL'IDELL , AND PROCEiDURES
FOR CRISIS SITUATIO S

A School District Position S ateme on Drug Abuse

The S,houl District has instituted a pro ram to abate the misuse of
drugs by our children and youths. The positio a the District is that the
abuse of all harmful substances, and drugs au has alcohol, barbiturates,

° heroin, marijuana, halluculogens, tobacA.u, e is harmful to the individ-
ual and e-Ventually to society.

The District feels that working with the young to assist them in se-
lecting appropriate alternatives to drugs will be a successful approach.
The District further feels that the complete cooperation of the schools, law
enforcement agencies, parents. students, and the community -at-large is
necessary before this approach can be fully successful.

The major thrust of the School District is to prevent the misuse of
drugs through education and counseling, And to assist those involved with

. drug misuse through counseling and; or the direct assistance of community
health agencies.

Adopted by the Governing Board Datel

Admi istrative Guidelines on Drugs

Disciplinary action are usually forthcoming- suspension, expulsion,
or exclusion of the studen from school. The main point should be solving
the problem in school.

1. The student could be placed in a home-stud(program.

Z. The lent will continue in school provided that he accepts and
follu0.4 through on certain agreements such as participating in
therapy, living up td a contract worked out with him.

3. Whenever possible; the student will continue in school, making
sure that thewprincipal is satirfied that the student's presence
is not destructive to the welfare of other students and is in his
best interest as well. There will be no "automatic" suspension.

4. 'vlajor adjustments could be made in the acho.il program, involving
the student in work experience, teacher aide, or adult school IP

alternatives.

r.
4. 1



Sat-hole: Position Statements Guidelines and Procedures
for Crisis Situations

Procedures fur Responding to Students in Crisis Situations:
(Under the influence of drugs, 'depressed, angry, fainted,' anxious,

and related situations)

1. The student is placed m a nun-threatening setting as quickly as
possible, with every attempt being made not to dramatize the
action. Specially designated school personnel, counselors, and
students wilt be trained to handle these types.of situations by
the school psychologist, community counselor, and other appro-
priate persons such as physicians and administrators. Students
can be especially helpful because of their personal identification
with and understanding of these types of problems. They may be
effectively utilized in many situations under the supervision of a
principal, counselor, or teacher.

Z. Someone, chosen by princlpal, counselor, or teacher, may be
assigned to talk a person,through a crisis. This can greatly
deescalate the magnitude of the problem and make it much more
readily manageable. in most of these cases vc ry little more than
personal support, acceptance, and reassurance is necessary.

3. When it seems clear that the parent of the st,..!ler,t might be noti-
fied of he problem, without compounding or increasing the trauma
or problem, the par eq might be called to come and pick up the
student. If it is necessary to.take the student to the hospital, the
pares t must be notified. Our desire is for the student to be back
in school as soon as possible so that counsel and follow-up may
continue.



APPENDIX G

SCHOOL DRUG PROGRAM - GROUP SCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. Should an ilistructional unit on drugs be offered"
"a. What. should be its content/
b. Where should it be taught?,
c. Who should teach it?

2. Must drug offenses be committed while the student is under the
super,vision of the school?

3.. How should a student be handled at school who is referred fo the
office by school personnel for being under the influence of orin
pcissession of a drug or narcotic?
a. Should the parents be notified by the school'

\b. Are there situations in which the parents may not be notified'
c. Should juvenile authorities Ve notified'
d. Should the school treat the iltudent?

4. What is the school's pcisition when offenses are committed if
campus and not under school supervision?

S. What standards of evidence should the school use in determining
whether a student has wrongfully used, sold, or been in posses-
sion of prescribed drugs or narcotics?
a. Police record
b. Official charge
c. Should the school take action without due process?

(1) Punitive suspension
(2) -Protective suspension

u. How should a student who voluntarily reports to the office and
admits use of a drug or narcotic, and requests assistance with
his problem; be handled?
a. Should the parents he contacted if the student objects?
b. Should juvenile authorities be notified"

7. Should the school recommend prufessiunal counseling for students
identified as using drugs?
a. With parent's consent?
b. Without parent's consent"
c. What agencies'

(1) Law enforcement
(2) Probation
(3) County medical department
() Specialist emyloyed by the school district

.



a 'School Drug Program -- Group Discussion Questions

S. Should such counseling became a condition for remaining 'in
school?

1. Should school personnel contribute to the rehabilitation of
students who have a problem with drug use?

10. Should the school prot,ide group counseling sessions for
studenti who are known to be using drugs"

1

II. Should counselors and other certificated personnel report
it:formation received in confidente from students to:

. a. Parents
b. Police ^

c. Other authorities

12. The source of the problem most frequently is to the home.
What should be the role of the school in attacking this problem?



APPENDIX H ..
;

CRITERIA FOR EVALUATING THE SCHOOL DRUG PROGRAM rj
INSTRCCTIONS: 1. Place a check (V) in the appropriate column under "Provision) for each criterion,

2.p Circle the appropriate number undei "Effectiveness" that best illustrates the
effectiveness of the criterion. Scale: POOR 0 1 2 ' 3 4 5 GOOD. '). Add anprooriate comments under ' needed chanc'es."

PROVISION F.FFECI I b'E?:ESS
CRITERIA YES NO PARTLY 0

BASIC 013.fECTIVES
1. Familiarity with nature and extent

of drug problem among students

2. Operation of a school drug program

3. Drug program includes more than
education

4. Goals are behaviorally centered
..

5. Treatment of students based on
causal relationships ratherrthan
symptomatic behavior

P
t

Li. Focus ors improvement of inter
personal relation and helping
students find identity

P
4

7.. Students actively participate in a,
variety of ways 1

.

8. Community involved in the program

9. Related to and coordinated with
community efforts

e

71.1.0.
A o

0

0

.

1 2 1

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 \3

1 2 3

1 2 3

2 3

1 2 3

.1 2 '3

3 5 NEEDED CHANGES

4

4

4'

4 5

4 5

4 5

4 5

4 5



APPENDIX N

2CRITERIA FOR EVALUATING THE sdtiocn. DRUG PROGRAM

INSTRUCTIONS: 1. Place a check i V in the appropriate column under 'Provision:for each criterion.
2. Circle the :prober under "Effectiveness" that best illustrateskthe

eifecavenes of the criterion. Scale: POOR 0 1 Z 3 .4 5 GOOD

3. Ati;f1 anurooriate cornine;,is under 4 needed einneen.,c

CRITERIL
FORMAL EDUCATION
1'. Organization of program

a. Part of health education
b. Correlated with other

subjects

2. Curriculum
a. Graded program K through 12
b. Curriculum guide availcble

Ill Concept approach used
(2) Behavioral objectives

provided
(3) Content includes

(a) Pharmacological aspect
(b) Psychological aspects
c) ,Sociological.aspects

(dl Spiritbal aspects
(4) Variety of stimulating and

interesting methods of
teaching

(51 Realistid assessment
procedures established

PROVISION EFFECIIVENESS
YEg 7,'O PARTLY 1 2 3 4 5 N'w DED CHANGES

0 1 2 3 4

0 1 2 3 4

M111MvI

0.

mmM1.
0 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

0 1 2 3 4' 5
11M

0 1 2 3 4

0 1 2 3 4
0 a 2 3 4
0 1 2 3 4 5

0 1 2. 3 4

0 1 i 3 4

0 1 Z 3 4
.011..M MO.*



APPENDIX

CRITERIA mat EVALUATING THE SCHOOL DRUG PROGRAM
o

O

STRUCTIO:.S. 1. nice a cheer7.11 in the appropriate column under 'Provision
2. Circle the appropriate number under "'Effectiveness'' thst-test

effectiveness of the criterion. Scale: POOR .0 1 2 3 4
Add an ronriate comments under "needed chancelt.".,

CRITERIA
FORMAL. EDUCATION
3. Teaches

3. Corr municate welfwith students
b. Qualified to teach about drugs

PROVISION F.FFEC fit ENESS
YES `,0 PARTLY 0 1 2 e 4 5

for each criterion:
illustrates the
5 GOOD

NE:F:Dr.D CHANGES

4. Resources
ac Variety of materials available
t1 Resuurce teacher in each school
c. Use of.community

5. Instructional program for parents

INFORMAL EDUCATION
1. Opportunities through

a. Rap sessions -- one -to -one or
small groups'

b. Drop-in centers
c. Hot-lines
d. Others
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APPENQIX PI

CRITERIA FOR EVALUATING i HE SCHOOL DRUG PROGRAM

/NSTIV- CTIONS: 1.
Z.

Pate a meek iAt '.lc aspproprt to column tr.der Provision" for each criterion.
eppropria:e no.nber urder 'Eff,ecti..eness that best illustrates the

effectiveness of the criterion, Scale: POOR 0 1 2 3 4 5 GOOD
fl-NirPinri,teN reNfr-m--4. NrNcIssr reecled charg.ci."

PROVISION ZN EL.'S
yr; '.7.0 Parr: 7 LY ) I 2 NEEDED CHANGESC !TERI A

' /NI:ARNIM. EDUCATION
2. Individuals available for

a. Teachrs
b. Counselors
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Nurse
Students
Ex-addicts
Physicians
Others

t.

"rapping"

3. Parents.
a. Personnel available
b. Procedures established to help

with
ill Information
i2) Guidance and assistance

4. Us of community resources

.11.100 ..
Imitae .1.00
/001.

11000001.* 4,011.0.

Any*

A.

O 1 2 3 4
0 I 2 3- 5

O 1 2 3, 4 5

O 1 2s 3 4 5

O 1 2 3 4 5

O 1 2. 3 4 5
O 1 2 3 4 5

O 1 2 3 4

O 1 2 3 4*

O 1,4 Z s 4

1 2 3 4
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APPENDLX H
CRITERIA FOR EVALUATING THE SCHOOL DRUG PROGRAM

1:.STR. T. I. Fiore a check (1) in the appropriate column under Provision for each criterion.
2. Circle the appropriate number under ' Effectiveness" t,,rt best illustrates the

tiven s of the criterion. Si ale: POOR 0 1

, ,ory,rort 'Att. conmenis roefeol o-tAar e,."
3 4 5 GOOD

PROVISt0`. 111 .Loor
L-Rt YES ''q3 PARTL'1") 1 1 5 NEF:DF-D CHANGES

SERVII-ES
1: ldentIlKattyro dr,ig abut.oer% and

tiNerM
Pro-ocetto.try. emtabli...hed 0 1 2 3 4
Peevonal lams Ita ritv ustt4
pr,..4. rv

ww,

I 2 3 4

or-
o.1 and rii

'V-

.1, Pr ta. rti It 5.. est.ildished ct. 1 2 3 4
Personnel roles identified 9 1 2 3 4

<I !rat he coun-
,e1,1-4, ;ir >therts for
elp aohh needed or requested

el. le. and treatment
heti, 4-1e.00te.

nor. 1 ta,;:il,a %ttn ,,orranturitty
`,1114^'jle t., neap ottttelents

0

Ct

1

1

1

2

2

2

3

3

4

4

4

.

4. t. Oh < ,n1rt7..taty
rosolrc I 2 3 4 5

. Aleistments pr.Nrom for
dr.14 Abusers t help with renauili-
t.:ition 4

t.



APPENDIX H

CRITERIA FOR EVALUATING THE SCHOOL DRUG PROGRAM

Place a check tit) in the approprzato.column under Provision for each criterion.
Circle thv appropriate number under "Effectiveness" that best illustrates the
eifeciwenetv of the cr iterion. Scale: POOR 0 1 2 3 4 5 GOOD
Add Anorretriate tinder ' noded esiaroes."

CRITFRI4
SCHOOL ATMOSPHERE
I. Personnel awareness of student

alienation and unrest

PROVISION
YES PARTLY

EFFEC IL \:E'NESS
9

0

2. Action to reduce student alienation
and unrest

A A. tton to satisfy students' physical
and psychological needs

4. Action to satisfy students' psycho-
logical and social needs

. Action toward more hurnsneness in
school with attention to
a. Individualized instruction
b. Student. involvement
c. Meaningful learning
d. Success opportunities
e. Performance objectives

criteria
I. Freedom of student expression
g. Improved human relationships

0
0

0
0

I 2

I 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

I 2 3 4

1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4
i 2 3 4
1 2 3

5 ls;EEDED CHANGES

5
5
5

5

5



APPENDIX H

CRITERIA FOR EVALUATING THE SCHOOL DRUG PROGRAM

INSTRUCTIO N.'S- I. Place a check (V; in the appropriate column under 'Provision for each criterion.
2. Circle the appropriate number under "Effectiv:inei's'i that.best illustrates the

effecciveness of the c riterion. Scale: POQR 0 1 2 3 4 5 GOOD
3. Aed Itelronrilte ce)mrne -vs under 'needed charges."

PI- 01 !SION Er FCC i l v ENESS
CRITERIA YES -`,:t3 PARTLY 1 2 3 4 5 NEEDED CHANGES

I SCHOOL ATMOSPHERE
c. teontinuedi

h. Listening to students 0 1 2 3 4
L. Flexible schedulingeof classes
j. Greater teacher involvement in

sthool atfairs anti decisions

0 I 2 3 4

1 Z 3 4
k. Provtston for warm. friendly. .

secure atmosphere I 2 3 4 /1;

COOR DI NAT ION
1. A, ailability of drug coordinator for

school system

Mwol

0 1 2 3 4

Drug advisory committee 11 0 1 2 3 4

t. Written policies and prot.edures
that include:
a. Educational program 0 I 2 3 4ij. Services program
c. Identification of roles of

personnel and students

0 1 2 3 4

0 1 2 3, 4 5

i-
`...#



APPENDIX H

CRITERIA FOR EVA LUAT/NO THE SC1-100A. DRUG PROGRAM

X

L.51 ar..C112NS: 1. Place a check .4') .n the appropriate column (littler 'Pravirion" fOr each criterion.
2. Circle the appropriate rur-i)aer under ;Effectiveness' that best illustrates the

effectieness of the c riterton. Scale: POOR 0 / 1 2 1 4 5 GOOD
t. (.; aooro-( rec corr--)ent 1rd. r 'r;roded chances.

nIt01 CIL-1..0 .1; ENES-S
Cr:M.-WA

COORDINATION
S. (ccontinuetl)

4. Handling students usin.;, sus-
pected of using,' or under the
influence of drugs

c. Handling law violations and
other conditions, Including(

11 Suspension and expulsion
(2) Student search. rigqts

11 Student questioning rtghts
14) Pri:sonnel records r
(5 Readmission .

I. Confidentiality anti police
relations

g. Couriselin4, .t.idancv. and
rehabilitation

ho. Po.esiturs or sale of drugs
t. Cndercover police on campus

4.. Financtal support

5. Inservice programs for school
personnel

yrs 0 PARTLY ) 1 t 4

0 1 2 3 4

0 1 2 3 4
0 1 2 3 4
0 1 2 3 4a
0 1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

0 i 2 3 4

0 1 2 3 4

0 1 2 3 4

0 1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

0 c 3 Z 4.3
V

k

5 NEEDED CHANGES

5

5

'Drugs (tithe Classroom: A Conceptual Model for School Prnrams"
Cornacchia, Bentel, Smith. C.V. Mosby Co., St. Louis, 1973. pp. 266-269.
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